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Position Estimation in Induction Machines Utilizing
Rotor Bar Slot Harmonics and Carrier-Frequency

Signal Injection
Michael W. Degner, Associate Member, IEEE,and Robert D. Lorenz, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—This paper presents a simple and robust way of
utilizing harmonic saliencies created by rotor and stator slotting,
present in some induction machine designs, for the estimation of
rotor position. The injection of a carrier-signal voltage, in addition
to the fundamental excitation, produces a carrier-signal current
that contains the desired spatial information. A closed-loop
tracking observer is then used to extract this spatial information
for the estimation of the rotor position. Due to its reliance on
a spatial saliency and carrier-frequency signal injection, the
technique is very robust over a wide speed range, including low
and zero speed.

Index Terms—Carrier injection methods, saliency sensing,
saliency tracking, sensorless control.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE cost and reliability advantages of eliminating mechan-
ical sensors and cabling for the measurement of position,

velocity, and flux has led to active research into what is com-
monly termed “sensorless” or “self-sensing” control of ac ma-
chines. The goal of this research is to estimate the rotor posi-
tion or flux angle using the power leads of the machine, without
separate position, velocity, or flux transducers. Many of these
methods depend on the fundamental excitation of the machine
and speed dependent phenomenon (back EMF), causing them
to ultimately fail at low and zero speed [1]–[4].

Several researchers [5]–[20] have developed methods to esti-
mate rotor position or flux angle that rely on a spatial saliency
being present in the machine. These methods can be divided into
two major groups: 1) those that use the fundamental excitation
to estimate the rotor position or flux angle [5]–[10] and 2) those
that use a separate excitation signal from the fundamental ex-
citation to estimate the rotor position or flux angle [11]–[20].
The reliance on the fundamental excitation ultimately causes
the methods in group one to fail at low and zero speed due to
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low signal levels, signal-to-noise ratio, and lack of spectral sep-
aration between the signal with the spatial information and the
fundamental excitation. The methods in group two do not suffer
from these same problems at low and zero speed since they do
not rely on the fundamental excitation for their estimation. In-
stead they rely on a separate, known test or carrier signal to ex-
tract the spatial information.

This paper extends the techniques presented in [14]–[20] to
the estimation of rotor position in induction machines that have a
parasitic saliency present due to number of rotor and stator slots
used in the machine design. The paper first develops how the
rotor and stator slots can interact to produce a harmonic saliency
and then systematically looks at the differences in the estimation
technique that results from using a harmonic saliency for the
estimation of rotor position. The techniques developed in this
paper are then applied to an induction motor to estimate its rotor
angle using the saliency created by the interaction of the rotor
and stator slots.

II. SALIENCIES PRODUCED BY ROTOR AND STATOR SLOTTING

The presence of rotor and stator slots in induction machines
creates variations in the air-gap permanence that can interact
with the stator winding distribution to produce inductance vari-
ations [19]. A simple graphical way of seeing how the rotor and
stator slotting can interact to produce these permanence vari-
ations is shown in Fig. 1. In this figure, the stator and rotor
slotting are modeled by alternating segments colored white and
black. The white segments represent areas of high permanence,
where the flux would prefer to flow, and the black areas repre-
sent areas of low permanence, where the flux would not easily
flow.

From Fig. 1, it can be seen that, in addition to creating per-
manence variations that repeat with a period equal to the slot
pitch of the stator and rotor, Fig. 1(a) and (b), respectively, the
rotor and stator slotting interact to produce a permanence vari-
ation with a lower spatial frequency, Fig. 1(c), where the rotor
and stator permanence variations have been overlayed. The pe-
riod of this low spatial frequency permanence variation is equal
to 2� divided by the difference between the number of rotor and
stator slots.

The permanence variation created by the interaction of the
rotor and stator slotting has some very interesting behaviors. If
the representation of the rotor slotting shown in Fig. 1(b) is ro-
tated through an angle exactly equal to the rotor slot pitch, the
rotor slot permanence variation will be identical to permanence
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. Graphical representation of the air-gap permanence variation created
by rotor and stator slotting (28 rotor slots and 24 stator slots). (a) Stator slotting
(S = 24). (b) Rotor slotting (R = 28). (c) Overlay of rotor and stator slotting.

variation before the rotor was rotated. This means that the inter-
action of the rotor and stator slot permeances will also be iden-
tical to that of the original rotor position, Fig. 1(c). From this
behavior it can be deduced that the permanence variation caused
by the interaction of the rotor and stator slotting must rotate at
a multiple of the actual rotor speed. The relationship between
the angular velocity of the airgap permanence variation and the
rotor speed is given by (1)

!agp =
R

(R � S)
!rm (1)

where
!agp angular velocity of the air-gap permanence variation;
!rm mechanical speed of the rotor;
R number of rotor slots;
S number of stator slots.
A second interesting behavior of the permanence variation

created by the interaction between the rotor and stator slotting
can be seen from (1). When the number of rotor slots is greater
than the number of stator slots the air-gap permanence variation
will rotate in the same direction as the rotor (i.e., the angular
velocity of the air-gap permanence variation has the same sign
as the rotor speed). When the number of rotor slots is less than
the number of stator slots, the air-gap permanence variation will
rotate in the opposite direction as the rotor (i.e., the angular ve-
locity of the air-gap permanence variation has the opposite sign
as the rotor speed). The permanence variation created by the
rotor and stator slotting can interact with the stator windings to
create an inductance variation if the periods of its fundamental
or any harmonics are equal to the period of the fundamental,
or harmonics, of the stator winding distribution. The relation-
ship between the number of rotor slots, stator slots, and poles
that must exist for this to occur can be calculated using winding
functions and Fourier series approximations to the permanence
variations caused by the rotor and stator slotting and is given in
(2), [19]. Note that the relationship shown in (2) is the most

important of several relationships that result in an inductance
variation. The others are not discussed here since they will
only result in a significant inductance variation under special
circumstances

uP = jnR�mSj (2)

where
P number of poles;
u harmonic number of the stator winding distribution;
n harmonic number of the rotor slotting permanence

variation;
m harmonic number of the stator slotting permanence

variation.
Of particular interest are the cases where the fundamental of
the permanence variation created by the rotor and stator slotting
interact with the fundamental of the stator winding distribution
[u; n, andm are all equal to 1 in (2)] since this will tend to
create the largest rotor position inductance variation.

It should be noted that, when excited by the fundamental exci-
tation, the saliency discussed in this section produces the signal
that is used by the techniques presented in [5]–[10].

III. SALIENT AC MACHINE HIGH-FREQUENCYMODEL

The dynamic equations that model an induction machine in
the stationary reference frame are given in (3)–(6)

vsqds = rsi
s
qds + p�sqds stator voltage equation (3)

0 = rri
s
qdr + (p� j!r)�

s
qdr rotor voltage equation (4)

where

�sqds = Lsi
s
qds + Lmi

s
qdr stator flux linkage (5)

�sqdr = Lmi
s
qds + Lri

s
qdr rotor flux linkage: (6)

At high frequencies, the stator and rotor resistances can be ne-
glected, resulting in the simplified equations shown in

vsqds
�= p�sqds

�= p(Lsi
s
qds + Lmi

s
qdr) (7)

0 �= (p� j!r)�
s
qdr

�= (p� j!r)(Lmi
s
qds + Lri

s
qdr ): (8)

For fixed-frequency excitation at a carrier frequency!c, thep
operator can be replaced withj!c and the rotor equation (8)
can be used to develop an equation between the rotor and stator
currents as shown in

0 �= j(!c � !r)�
s
qdr

�= j(!c � !r)(Lmi
s
qds + Lri

s
qdr) (9)

isqdr
�= �

�
Lm

Lr

�
isqds:

(10)
Substituting this result back into the stator equation (7) results
in the simplified high frequency machine model shown in

vqds �= j!cL�siqds (11)
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where the stator transient inductanceL�s is equal to�
Ls �

L2

m

Lr

�
:

When a rotor-position-dependent saliency is present in the
machine, the stator transient inductance is no longer constant
and instead becomes a function of the rotor position. In the sta-
tionary reference frame, the stator transient inductance matrix
can be represented as shown in

L�s=

�
�L�s +�L�s cos(h�r) ��L�s sin(h�r)
��L�s sin(h�r) �L�s ��L�s cos(h�r)

�

(12)
where

�L�s average stator transient inductance;
�L�s differential stator transient inductance caused by the

saliency;
h harmonic number of the saliency (equal to twice the

ratio between the angular speed that the saliency ro-
tates at and the speed of the rotor, and can be positive,
negative, or zero);

�r rotor position in electrical degrees.

IV. CARRIER SIGNAL INJECTION

The estimation of rotor position at low and zero speed
requires a persistent excitation in the machine. The switching
harmonics created by the inverter are one option for this
persistent excitation. Although these harmonics do satisfy the
persistent excitation requirement, there are several limitations
associated with their use for saliency-based position estimation.
First, depending on the size and power rating of the drive,
the switching harmonics may be at frequencies that do not
properly excite the saliency, making the extraction of the
spatial information much more difficult, if not impossible.
Second, the switching harmonics are not generally in a form
that lends itself to simple signal processing. As will be shown
in the following discussion, excitation that is in the form of a
constant-magnitude constant-frequency rotating vector leads
to very simple and robust signal processing techniques for
the extraction of the spatial information. Finally, the lack of
spectral separation between the various components of the
switching harmonics makes their separation more difficult
and may degrade the quality of the estimate.

Another option for providing the persistent excitation is
through the injection of a carrier signal in addition to the
fundamental excitation [14]–[20]. One of the simplest forms of
carrier signal injection is the injection of a balanced three-phase
voltage [14]–[16], [18]–[20]. This type of carrier-signal in-
jection produces a constant-amplitude voltage vector that
rotates at the carrier frequency (13). Note that only voltage
carrier-signal voltage excitation will be discussed in this paper,
but the excitation could also be provided by injecting a balanced
three-phase current

vsqds c =

�
vsqs c

vsds c

�
= Vsc

�
cos(!ct)
� sin(!ct)

�
= Vsce

j!ct: (13)

The carrier-signal excitation can be injected into the machine
on top of the fundamental excitation by adding it to the voltage

Fig. 2. Injection of carrier signal excitation using a PWM-VSI.

command generated by the current regulator and using a
pulsewidth-modulated voltage-source inverter (PWM-VSI), as
shown in Fig. 2.

When a salient machine, with a stator transient inductance
modeled by (12), is excited with the carrier-signal voltage exci-
tation (13), carrier signal currents will be induced equal to

isqds c =

�
isqs c

isds c

�
= Icp

�
sin(!ct)
cos(!ct)

�
� Icn

�
sin(h�r � !ct)
cos(h�r � !ct)

�

= � jIcpe
j!ct + jIcne

j(h�r�!ct) (14)

where

Icp =
Vsc

!c(�L2
�s ��L2

�s)
�L�s

Icn =
Vsc

!c(�L2
�s ��L2

�s)
�L�s:

The carrier signal current can be seen to consist of the fol-
lowing two components:

1) a positive-sequence component relative to the car-
rier-signal voltage that contains no spatial information
(this positive-sequence component is proportional to the
average stator transient inductance);

2) a negative-sequence component relative to the car-
rier-signal voltage that contains spatial information in its
phase (this negative-sequence component is proportional
to the differential stator transient inductance).

The selection of the carrier-signal frequency is dependent
upon the magnitude of the saliency, the switching frequency of
the inverter, and the range of fundamental frequencies where the
carrier-signal-based estimation will be used. In general, the car-
rier-signal frequency should be spectrally separated from both
the fundamental frequency and the switching frequency to aid
in its isolation. The allowable magnitude of the carrier-signal
voltage and current also constrains the carrier-signal frequency.
For a given level of carrier-signal voltage, higher carrier-signal
frequencies will, in general, produce less carrier-signal current.
Finally, the behavior of the machine at high frequencies places a
final constraint on the carrier-signal frequency. As the frequency
increases, the carrier signal produces less flux that will cross the
air gap to the rotor due to skin effects. This results in less spatial
information being present in the carrier signal as the frequency
increases. As a general guideline, the optimal carrier signal fre-
quency is usually in the frequency range between several hun-
dred of hertz but less than several kilohertz (�200 Hz–3 kHz).
It must be emphasized that this is just a general guideline and
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Fig. 3. Positive-sequence carrier-signal synchronous reference frame
high-pass filter.

Fig. 4. Positive-sequence carrier-signal synchronous reference frame
high-pass filter implemented in the stationary reference frame.

the actual optimal carrier signal frequency is very machine and
application dependent.

Because there are two distinct components to the carrier
signal current, and only one of them contains any spatial
information, it is desirable to filter off the component which
contains no spatial information.

V. SYNCHRONOUSREFERENCEFRAME FILTERING

Since the two components of the carrier-signal current
rotate in opposite directions, it is relatively easy to filter off
the component with no spatial information. Transforming the
carrier-signal current to a reference frame synchronous with
the positive-sequence component causes the positive-sequence
component to become a dc quantity. A simple high-pass filter
can then be used to totally filter off the positive-sequence
component. The implementation of this positive-sequence
carrier-signal synchronous reference frame high-pass filter is
shown in Fig. 3. Because the signal that is being filtered off is
a dc quantity, the order and the bandwidth of the filter do not
have to be very high to achieve adequate filtering.

It is also possible to implement the synchronous reference
frame filtering in a stationary reference frame as shown in Fig. 4.
In the stationary reference frame, the filter is a linear system if
the carrier frequency is constant.

Additional synchronous reference frame filters can also
be used to filter off the fundamental component of the stator

Fig. 5. Tracking observer for the estimation of rotor position in a machine with
a harmonic saliency.

current. Filtering the fundamental component in this way is a
little more complex than just using a stationary reference frame
high-pass filter for the purpose. This increased complexity has
to be traded off with the improved filtering provided by the
synchronous reference frame high-pass filter.

VI. ROTOR POSITION ESTIMATION

With the fundamental excitation and the positive-sequence
component of the carrier-signal current filtered off, it is possible
to extract the spatial information contained in the phase of the
negative-sequence component of the carrier-signal current using
the tracking observer shown in Fig. 5.

The error signal, which forces the estimated rotor position
to track the actual rotor position, is formed by taking the vector
cross product between an estimate of the negative-sequence car-
rier-signal current vector, formed by a saliency model, and the
measured negative-sequence carrier-signal current vector

" = îsqds c � isqds c = Icn sin(h(�r � �̂r)): (15)

Since the spatial information is contained in phase of the neg-
ative-sequence carrier-signal current vector, it is not important
for the estimated vector to accurately model the magnitude of
the measured vector, only its phase. The reliance on only the
phase is important since it makes the estimation independent of
any machine parameters, which may vary. The simplest form for
an estimated negative-sequence carrier-signal current vector is
a unit vector as shown in Fig. 5.

The gains (Ki; Kp, andKd) used in the tracking observer
are determined by the desired bandwidth of the rotor position
estimate. One important limitation on the achievable bandwidth
is the amount of spectral separation between the negative-se-
quence carrier-signal current and the other components of the
stator current, including noise. If the bandwidth of the tracking
observer is tuned too high, these other components will produce
error in the position estimate and, at very high bandwidths, may
cause instability.

The use of a harmonic saliency for the estimation of rotor
position affects the tracking observer in several ways. First, the
harmonic number of the saliency scales the estimated position
error. This scaling of the estimated position error is shown in
(16) with the assumption of a small estimated position error

" � Icnh(�r � �̂r): (16)
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TABLE I
MACHINE PARAMETERS

This scaling of the estimated position error must be accounted
for in the calculation of the tracking observer gain.

A second way a harmonic saliency affects the estimation is
by increasing the number of stable operating points that the ob-
server may operate about. The number of stable operating points
can be calculated from (15) by finding how many estimated
rotor position values, for a given actual rotor position, result in
the estimated position error being equal to zero while the partial
derivative of the error signal with respect to the estimated rotor
position is negative

" = Icn sin(h(�r � �̂r)) = 0 (17)

@"

@�̂r
= �hIcn cos(h(�r � �̂r)) < 0: (18)

For a saliency that rotates at the same speed as the rotor,h = 2,
there are two stable operating points per electric revolution or a
value equal to the number of poles,P , per mechanical revolu-
tion. For a harmonic saliency,jhj > 2, the number of stable op-
erating points is equal to the number of pole pairs times the ab-
solute value of the harmonic number per mechanical revolution.
The general relationship for determining the number of stable
operating points, valid for any harmonic number, is given in

number of stable operating points= jhj
P

2
: (19)

This increase in the number of stable operating points, ash in-
creases, results in an increase in the effective resolution of the
rotor position estimate.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTSUSING ROTOR BAR SLOT

HARMONICS

The saliency model and position estimation technique de-
scribed in the previous sections was implemented using a Texas
Instruments TMS320C31 digital signal processor (DSP) system
on an induction machine with the parameters shown in Table I.
This induction machine and DSP system was supplied by the
Ford Motor Company and was custom built for an automotive

application (note: 14-V dc bus). The switching frequency of the
inverter and the sample rate of the DSP were synchronized at 10
kHz. All control and estimation calculations were performed at
this 10-kHz sample rate.

Although the test induction machine was custom built for
its application, it was not specifically designed to produce the
saliency needed for rotor position estimation as described in
this paper. Instead, the number of rotor bars, stator slots, and
poles were selected for other reasons and by coincidence cre-
ated an ideal saliency. This saliency is due to the rotor and
stator slots producing an air-gap permanence variation that in-
teracts with the fundamental of the stator winding distribution
(P = 4; R = 28, andS = 24)

P = R� S = 28� 24 = 4: (20)

One aspect of the machine design that enhanced the magnitude
of the saliency created by the rotor and stator slots was the fact
that it was unskewed. Again, the decision not to skew the rotor
was chosen for other reasons than to create a saliency, but the
fact that it was not skewed did create a larger variation in the
inductance than would be present if the rotor was skewed.

The stator transient inductance for this machine can be mod-
eled using (12) withh = 14

L�s =�
�L�s +�L�s cos(14 �r) ��L�s sin(14 �r)

��L�s sin(14 �r) �L�s ��L�s cos(14 �r)

�
:

(21)

The rotor position estimate was obtained by exciting the ma-
chine with a balanced, three-phase carrier-signal voltage vector.
The magnitude of the carrier-signal voltage vector was set equal
to 1 V (7.1% of the dc-bus voltage) with a carrier frequency of
1 kHz. This resulted in carrier-signal currents that could be
modeled using

isqds c = �jIcpe
j!ct + jIcne

j(14�r�!ct) (22)

whereIcp = 2:4 A (2% of rated current) andIcn = 0:3 A
(0.25% of rated current).

The estimated rotor position was used to implement an in-
direct field-oriented torque controller on the test machine. The
particular application for this machine required it to only op-
erate as a torque drive, therefore, no speed or position loops were
closed on it. For all of the experimental results presented in this
paper, the test machine was commanded to provide a desired
torque level while the dynamometer, under speed control, went
through the desired speed trajectory. Fig. 6 shows an overlay of
the estimated and measured rotor positions while the test motor
produced a constant torque of 1.5 N�m (31% of rated) and the
dynamometer went through a speed trajectory from 0 to�5
r/min to 5 back to 0 r/min. It should be noted that the pronounced
quantization present in the estimation error plot was caused by
the 8-b oscilloscope used to capture the measured and estimated
rotor position signals and does not represent quantization that is
actually present in the real signals.

Fig. 7 shows an overlay of the estimated and measured rotor
position for the same conditions as Fig. 6 except that the dy-
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. Estimated and measured rotor position for steps in the rotor speed (0 to
�5 r/min to 5 to 0 r/min). (a) Overlay of measured and estimated rotor position.
(b) Error between measured and estimated rotor position.

namometer speed trajectory was changed to 0 to�50 r/min to
50 back 0 r/min.

Figs. 6 and 7 show that the estimation technique is capable
of sustained operation at low and zero speed. The estimated
rotor position tracks the measured rotor position very accurately
through speed transients and at zero speed. Experimental results
for higher speeds were not included since the rotor position esti-
mate does not degrade as the speed increases and the low-speed
operation was felt to be of the most importance.

VIII. C ONCLUSIONS

The estimation of rotor position or flux angle independent
of operating point, including low and zero speeds (stator fre-
quencies), requires that the estimation technique not be depen-
dent on the rotor speed or fundamental excitation. This results in
two conclusions: 1) a trackable spatial saliency must be present
in the machine and 2) persistent excitation must be present in
the machine in addition to the fundamental excitation, e.g., car-
rier-signal excitation.

The use of a balanced three-phase carrier-signal voltage ex-
citation to provide this persistent excitation induces both posi-
tive- and negative-sequence carrier signal currents in a machine
with saliencies. All of the spatial information is contained in the
negative-sequence carrier-signal current. The positive-sequence
component contains no spatial information and can be filtered
off using a synchronous reference frame high-pass filter.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. Estimated and measured rotor position for steps in the rotor speed (0
to �50 r/min to 50 to 0 r/min). (a) Overlay of measured and estimated rotor
position. (b) Error between measured and estimated rotor position.

A tracking observer provides a simple and robust way of ex-
tracting the spatial information present in the negative-sequence
carrier-signal current. The model of the saliency used in the
tracking observer only needs to accurately model the phase,
not the magnitude, of the saliency present in the machine. This
makes the estimation independent of any machine parameters,
which may vary.

Using the saliency created by stator and rotor slotting in some
induction machine designs for the estimation of rotor position
has several key advantages/benefits.

• In many induction machine designs, it is already present
and does not require any further modification to the ma-
chine design.

• Creating this type of saliency does not increase the
complexity of the machine construction since standard
stator and rotor laminations are used, with no special
alignment of the laminations necessary, unlike other
proposed methods for creating a saliency in induction
machines [14], [15], [18]–[20].

• Since it is a harmonic saliency, the effective resolution of
the rotor position estimate is increased.

In addition to the saliencies caused by stator and rotor slot-
ting, induction machine designs intrinsically result in many par-
asitic spatial saliencies. Some of these parasitic saliencies may
be large enough to be used for rotor position estimation without
modification to the machine design.
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